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The Emperor's Specific Skills
Don Nix
IBM T. ]. Watson Research Center

It is notoriously difficult to teach
inferential reading comprehension
to children with reading comprehension problems. "Teaching"
refers to the situation where what is
to be taught is assiduously defined,
explained, exemplified, analyzed,
practiced, and remediated. This is
in distinct contrast to simply providing practice and giving
assignments. One reason why it is
difficult to teach reading comprehension is a result of the way
comprehension is itself comprehended-that is, in terms of
"specific skills".
Specific skills, such as getting the
main idea, predicting outcome, and
inferring supporting details, have
become canonized in the world of
teaching reading comprehension.
Widely used basal series, supplementary materials, diagnostic
tests, and teacher training procedures have used these terms to
package conceptualizations of what
a significant part of reading comprehension is. Specific skills are
customarily referred to in the
teaching establishment as distinct,
separate, important, meaningful
components of reading comprehension. For example, major basal
series use, in one form or another, a
specific skills approach. Over 90
percent of elementary teachers use
basals all or most of the time ( 1). It is
not surprising that, as a result, many
teachers use specific skills as a way
of indicating to themselves and to
their students a critical part of what
reading comprehension is.
Teaching materials are thought of as
teaching specific skills; criterion
referenced tests are thought of as
measuring performance on specific
skills; and children themselves are
thought of as having problems or not
in terms of specific skill~. Specific
skills, in short, are thought of as
real.
What empirical support is there
for these skills as distinct, separable
entities? The notion of specific skills

as an influential organizing system
in education began with Davis (2).
His goal was to isolate skills which
were unique. Davis selected eight
skills: remembering word meaning;
inf erring word meaning from context; understanding content stated
explicitly; weaving ideas in the content; making inferences about the
content; recognizing the author's
tone, mood, and purpose; identifying the author's literary techniques;
and following the structure of the
content. These were from a list of
several hundred that had appeared
in the literature. Using over 300 independent, carefully written
passages, and nearly 1000 subjects,
he conducted a study to determine
for each skill the amount of unique
variance not due to any of the other
skills. Davis' results supported the
contention that remembering word
meaning and drawing inferences
from the content could be differentiated. These are very general skills.
None of the other skills was
statistically differentiated. Davis'
study can not be interpreted as giving support for the specific skills approach, in the sense in which it is
implemented today. Subsequent
studies (8) have not shown more
support, and in some cases have
shown less.
Are specific skills specific? Correlational data provides no such
demonstration. Even more to the
point: an analysis of such skills, in
terms of inferential operations
necessary to answer questions about
a text, points out the phenomenon
that specific skills can not be explicitly defined in terms of component parts. This is an essential requisite if these skills are to be taught
in a step by step manner which suggests: (a) giving discriminating
positive and negative examples, and
(b) providing focused remediation
based on the particular component
of a given skill with which a student
is having problems. The reason for
this is that the skills are not actually
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defined at aU-they are, instead,
referred to.
Thus it is not clear, in a given
case, which particular skills should
be applied, and it is not clear if only
one skill applies, or several. For instance, Sentences 1 and 2 in Example 1 make this point quite clearly.
They are reworded (to disguise the
series from which they were taken)
excerpts from a widely used basal
series.
Example l
(1) Picnic Man was furious.
(2) He threw his basket at Snerdpot!
Consider how these two sentences
are inferentially related: Sentence 1
is a plausible reason for Sentence 2
to happen, based on what we know
about anger and what people might
do when they are angry. However,
the way the relationship between
Sentence 1 and Sentence 2 is conceptualized according to a specific
skills approach is confusing and unsystematic. In the particular series
from which this example was taken,
the inferential relationship can be
considered to be instances of at least
six different specific skills, depending in an inexplicit way on which
sentence is considered first, and on
whether or not they are both overtly
stated in a text. For example, given
Sentence 1, Sentence 2 can be an
inferred character trait, or one can
be an inferred detail; given
Sentence 1, Sentence 2 can be an
effect in a cause effect relationship,
or two can be inferred as an outcome, or two can be inf erred as a sequence,; and finally one can be. a
main idea if other sentences similar
to two, are present. This example
was actually used in a workbook exercise on inferring details. The
teachers guide tells the teacher to
remind the students that they can
use clues in a story to infer details
that the author implied without
stating. This constitutes the instruction in this specific skill.
Thus, the specific skills are not
teachably explicit skills at all, but
rather are category names which

cover unsystematically overlapping
lower level inferential skills. It is not
surprising that statistical studies
have not provided support for considering these categories as holistic,
separable, specific skills.
This situation is responsible, in
part, for the fact that comprehension
is rarely taught in actual classroom
settings. Durkin's (3) line-by-line
study of instances of comprehension
instruction in five widely-used and
or widely promoted basal series supports the conclusion that comprehension is not systematically
taught, if it is taught at all. Durkin,
among others, reports that quite
often comprehension instruction
consists of mentioning comprehension; defining comprehension in
vague terms; reviewing and testing
sporadically; assigning workbook
practice exercises, often interspersed
with exercises unrelated to compprehension (eg., phonics pages,
how to use dictionary pages, and
so on); asking questions · to see
whether the student has comprehended some aspect of a
passage; and asking more questions.
It should be pointed out that the
lack of systematic teaching is not
restricted to basal series. Various
supplemental materials which are
advertised as specific skills series
are similar to basal teacher's guides
in that they do not define specific
skills in an explanatory manner. For
example, in one popular series,
"drawing conclusions" is presented
to the teacher as being comprised of
a whole set of skills (such as finding
examples, ca use and effect,
analogies, outcomes, and several
others). None of these skills is defined.
The student materials consist of
practice selections with questions,
and with no explanations. The questions themselves, although batched
under a drawing conclusions
heading, vary considerably in terms
of the types of inferential processes
a reader must use to answer them.
Classroom observational Studies
further indicate that comprehension
is not systematically taught. For example, Durkin (4) observed that less
than one percent of the time devoted
to the topic of reading in class was
actually spent in efforts to teach
comprehension. Furthermore, if one
analyzes the instances that were
classified by Durkin as a teaching of
comprehension, it is seen that they
were typically unsystematic,
haphazard, and in general not

recognizable as definable agenda of
organized concepts and explanatory
feedback. The activities that were
classified as teaching did
not, in short, consist of a direct,
systematic explanation of comprehension and how to do it. They
usually were questions asked by
teachers, seemingly at random, with
little or no discussion, little or no explanation, and no attempt to relate
either the questions, the responses,
or the explanation to any systematic
procedure for comprehension. Instead of teaching comprehension,
teachers tend to ask questions and
give assignments. Durkin's basal
study implies that many of the above
character.istics of teachers'
classroom behavior may be attributable in part to characteristics
of the basals themselves. Certainly
the teacher behavior and the conceptualizations of comprehension
and implementation of instruction in
the basals complement each other.
Given such educational exposure, what is the child faced with
when attempting to comprehend
printed materials? The child is confronted with the task of answering
questions about how a text is inferentially connected and with finding out how to answer such questions. The teacher and the materials
offer no teachably explicit explanations. The excerpt in Example II is
from a study (7) which was conducted to teach teachers how to
directly, systematically teach comprehension to third grade children.
Before training, teachers were
given passages and were asked to
teach children how to make inferences about the passages. This
was the interactive equivalent of
previous task, which was to generate
comprehension questions for those
passages. Example II is a verbatim
transcript of a paragraph ar:id the
questions developed by teachers
who participated in the study. It is
typical of the general approach
taken, when teachers asked inferential questions (although most
teacher questions, prior to training,
stressed recalling or locating information specifically mentioned in the
paragraphs). In this case the
teacher conceptualized her question as a main idea question and,
Example II

PARAGRAPH TO BE READ BY
CHILDREN SILENTLY:
Jenny kept looking out the window.
Finally she stomped into the hall.
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Picnic Man was late again, and she
was in a bad mood. She slammed
doors. "What's wrong?" her mother
asked. Jenny didn't answer.
TEACHER: Now, what is the main
idea in this story? Who knows? (no
answer) Let's see. Student-1, what
do you think?
STUDENT-1: Ummmm ...
TEACHER: What's the story all
about?
STUDENT-1: Oh, it's about Jenny
and Picnic Man.
TEACHER: Well, yes-but what's
the main thing it's about? Do you
know, Student-2?
STUDENT-2: It's about...Jenny being mad?
TEACHER: Good, good-yes,
because the story is mainly about
Jenny being mad at Picnic Man.
Now, (points to quotation marks)
what do we call these marks?
when one student could not
answer it, she asked another student. After the second student
answered adequately, the teacher
agreed, and "explained" the answer
in the same language with which she
asked the question. The teacher offered no explanatory definition or
process; she did not attempt to lead
the first child through a discovery
process; she did not attempt to
determine what kind of difficulty the
first child was actually having.
Finally, she skipped to an unrelated
skill.
What is Student 1 to make of this?
The approach in Example II does not
give the student an understanding of
what a main idea is. Even less it does
not show a student how to go about
finding main ideas in such a way
that it would transfer to materials.
This excerpt would be classified as
comprehension instruction according to Durkin's (3) study, and
Durkin found less than one percent
of instruction during time spent on
reading in the classrooms she
observed. Clearly, from the point of
view of a child who has comprehension problems, comprehension is
not being taught.

A DIRECT APPROACH TO
TEACHING COMPREHENSION
What is needed to teach directly
inferential reading comprehension
skills? It is difficult for a child with
comprehension problems to pick out
of a text what is important and to inferentially tie it together with the
rest of the text. Often text appears to

such a reader as a string of words or
sentences lying end to end on the
page. The child does not sufficiently
understand that it is necessary to actively use knowledge of the world to
impose an integrative meaning on
the text. What is needed to deal with
important aspects of these difficulties is a set of cognitive skills
that can be used to teach an
awareness of the necessity for imposing a meaning, and how to go
about doing it. This was Davis' (2)
original recommendation. However,
the skills need to be clearly and consistently defined.
Suppose Sentence 1 and Sentence
2 in Example I are characterized in
terms of a "feeling reason"
(Sentence 1) and what a "feeler"
might do (Sentence 2)- instead of
in terms of, for example, inf erring
details. Materials can be constructed to directly teach children to
process text in terms of such a link
(5, 6), along with others. A result is
that children improve on a variety of
comprehension measures. The idea
is to define this relationship as a
feeling reason link; to explicitly
teach the component parts (e.g.,
finding feeling words; finding
feelers; finding feeling reasons; finding what feelers might do; and finding feeling reason links); to provide explanatory remediation in
terms of component parts; and to
teach the process of using feeling
reason links to answer other comprehension questions, such as, main
ideas, sequence, and so on. The
child becomes sensitized to the
necessity for linking, and is provided
an expicit, set of skills (the links)
with which to do such linking. Feeling reason links, as well as the other
links taught, become psychoactive
triggers to thought, as the child
reads the text. They are signposts
that enable the child to make inferential headway through a text.
Since the link concepts are common
sense oriented, and can be defined
and explained in terms of components, they can be taught directly.
The various links form a set of
cognitive categories with which a
reader can organize the inferential
relationships of a given pad of a text
to the rest of the text. These types of
links are operationally distinct; explicitly defined; applicable to text in
general; and teachable. Each link
has only one name. The point in
briefly discussing this alternative

example is to stress the contrast with
a specific skills approach, where the
skills are defined in the traditional
way.

In summary, specific skills as
represented in the current world of
published teaching and testing
materials are not teachably explicit.
Correlational studies do not support
the contention that they are operationally distinct. More importantly,
analysis shows that processing requirements are different for instances that are classified as the
same skill. For example, two predicting outcomes questions may require quite different processing activities, despite being given the
same name, for instance, on a
diagnostic test. And, as exemplified
in Example I, a given type of processing requirement can be
classified as different skills. Yet, the
notion of specific skills forms a pervasive categorization of comprehension. Teachers, their teaching
methods, and the instructional and
testing materials they use all reflect
the belief in the existence of comprehension skills, and these skills
become the essential vehicle for
teaching reading comprehension. A
newcomer to this, scene might be in
a position similar to the child in the
fable in which citizens of a certain
land admired, discussed, and made
various shrewd comments on the
Emperor's new clothes.
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